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Introduction

• TranSem Project (2013-2014)
Semantics-based transfer for German-to-French MT

• Motivation :
Using existing large precision grammars to perform quality MT

• Goal :
Develop a prototype MT system
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Introduction (continued)

• Main challenges [Bar-Hillel, 1964] :

• Can deep symbolic grammars provide quality translations ?

• Can semantics-based transfer be more adequate than
syntactic-based one ?

• How to deal with the heterogeneity of formalisms/tools used to
describe/process French and German ?

• Starting point :
the LOGON project [Lønning et al., 2004]
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Introduction (continued)

• Deep symbolic grammars offer linguistically-motivated and
formally-specified descriptions of languages

→ description of long-distance phenomenon
→ inclusion of syntax/morphology and syntax/semantics
interfaces

• Semantic representations allow to abstract away from surface
realisations and word order

→ adequacy for pairs of languages with distinct features
→ adequacy for languages for which there are few available
parallel corpora
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Describing natural languages (I)

• Seminal work by [Chomsky, 1957]

→ Chomsky hierarchy of languages

→ Description of Natural languages (NL) using
Context-Free Grammars (CFG)

• Formal definition of a language :

• An alphabet is a finite set of symbols X
• A word is either
a concatenation of symbols x1 . . . xn such that n ≥ 1 and
xi ∈ X for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
or a special element ǫ (empty word)
X+ is the set of non-empty words, we write X ∗ = X+ ∪ {ǫ}

• A language is a set of words L such that L ⊆ X ∗

• A grammar is a generative description of a language
(rewriting system)
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Describing natural languages (II)

• A CFG is defined as a tuple 〈N,T ,P ,S〉 such that
• N and T are disjoint alphabets (containing non-terminal and
terminal symbols resp.),

• S is the start symbol (S ∈ N),
• and P is a set of production rules of the form α → β such that
α ∈ N .
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Describing natural languages (II)

• A CFG is defined as a tuple 〈N,T ,P ,S〉 such that
• N and T are disjoint alphabets (containing non-terminal and
terminal symbols resp.),

• S is the start symbol (S ∈ N),
• and P is a set of production rules of the form α → β such that
α ∈ N .

• Example :
S → NP VP
NP → Det N
VP → V NP
V → eats
Det → the
Det → a
N → cat
N → mouse
. . .

S

NP VP

Det N V NP

Det N

the cat eats a mouse
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Describing natural languages (III)

• CFG symbols can be associated with Attribute-Value Matrices
(AVM), also called Feature Structures (FS)

• Such AVM can be used to constraint which rule can be used to
rewrite a given non-terminal via unification [Shieber, 1986]

• Example : Determiner-Noun agreement in French

S

NP VP NP

PN V D





gend 1 f
num 2 sg



 N





gend 1 f
num 2 sg





Jean mange la pomme

John eats the apple
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Describing natural languages (IV)

• AVM unification can be formally defined using the operation of
subsumption (written ⊑)

• An AVM A1 subsumes another AVM A2, iff all the information
that is contained in A1 is also contained in A2

[

num sg

gender fem

]

⊑







num sg

gender fem

person 3rd







• An AVM A is the union of two AVM A1 and A2 (written ∪) when
it contains all attribute-values from both A1 and A2

(union may fail when A1 and A2 share a common attribute with
contradictory values)

• Finally, the unification of two AVM A and B (if it exists) is the
smallest AVM that is subsumed by both A and B

• Note that unification is a partial operation on AVM

• AVM can contain coreferences (variables reentrancies)
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Describing natural languages (V)

• Checking whether a word belongs to a language is called
recognition

• Computing the tree structure(s) describing a word according to a
grammar is called parsing

• Formally speaking, a parser is a device that takes as inputs a
word and a grammar, and produces as output a set of tree
structures (called analyses or parse trees)

• In case of structural ambiguity, the set of output structures may
be compacted within a parse forest

• Various parsing algorithms have been developed (e.g. CKY,
Earley, . . . )
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Describing natural languages (VI)

• Parsing CFG : the Cocke Kasami Younger (CKY) algorithm

• For sake of clarity, we consider a CFG in Chomsky Normal Form
(CNF), i.e. where rules are of the following form :

• A → a (with a ∈ T )
• A → BC (with B,C ∈ N)

• Rules of the form A → ǫ are forbidden

• We represent strings by showing positions and word indices :

·0 w1 ·1 w2 ·2 w3 ·3 w4 ·4 w5 ·5 w6 ·6
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Describing natural languages (VII)

Grammar :

V → ate Adj → black S → NP VP
Det → the N → apple VP → V NP
Det → a NP → Det N
N → cat N → Adj N

Input sentence :
·0 the ·1 black ·2 cat ·3 ate ·4 the ·5 apple ·6

Chart :

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 {Det} {} {NP} {} {} {S}

1 {Adj} {N} {} {} {}
2 {N} {} {} {}
3 {V} {} {VP}
4 {Det} {NP}
5 {N}
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Describing natural languages (VIII)

From recognition to parsing :

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 Det NP S
(Det,0,1) (NP,0,3)
(N,1,3) (VP,3,6)

1 Adj N
(Adj,1,2)
(N,2,3)

2 N

3 V VP
(V,3,4)
(NP,4,6)

4 Det NP
(Det,4,5)
(N,5,6)

5 N
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Describing natural languages (IX)

• CFG are computationally interesting because parsing complexity
is O(|G |.n3)

• Probabilistic CFG have been used to perform robust parsing
using annotated corpora (treebanks) [Klein and Manning, 2003]

• CFG present a lack of expressivity

→ e.g. Cross-serial dependencies in Dutch [Bresnan et al., 1982]

. . . dat Wim Jan Marie de kinderen zag helpen leren zwemmen

. . . that Wim Jan Marie the children saw help teach swim

’. . . that Wim saw Jan help Marie teach to swim to the children’
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Describing natural languages (X)

• More expressive (and potentially complex) grammar formalisms
are needed to account for natural language syntax

• Among the many formalisms developed so far, we will focus on :

• Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG) [Joshi et al., 1975]

• Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG)
[Pollard and Sag, 1994]

• Note that the question of what expressivity is needed to describe
natural language syntax remains open

See e.g. Mildly Context-Sensitive Languages [Weir, 1988]
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (I)

• Tree-rewriting system [Joshi et al., 1975]

• A TAG G is formally defined as a tuple

G = 〈N,T ,S , I ,A〉

where :
• N is the finite set of non-terminal symbols,
• T is the finite set of terminal symbols (N ∩ T = ∅)
• S is the start symbol (S ∈ N)
• I is the set of initial trees
• A is the finite set of auxiliary trees

• I ∪ A is the set of elementary trees

• Elementary trees can be rewritten according to specific rewriting
operations
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (II)

• 2 Rewriting Operations : Substitution / Adjunction
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (II)

• 2 Rewriting Operations : Substitution / Adjunction

P

N↓ V

laughs
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (II)

• 2 Rewriting Operations : Substitution / Adjunction

P

N↓ V V

N laughs ADV V⋆

John always

→

P

N V

John ADV V

always laughs

derived tree
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (II)

• 2 Rewriting Operations : Substitution / Adjunction

P

N↓ V V

N laughs ADV V⋆

John always

→

P(0)

N(1) V(2)

John ADV(2.1) V(2.2)

always laughs

derived tree
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (III)

• Trace of rewriting operations can be represented via a tree
structure called derivation tree

NB : Unlike CFG, TAG derivations tree are not identical to
derived trees

• Interpretation of a derivation tree :

• Node ≡ elementary tree
• Edge ≡ rewriting operation

• Example : John always laughs

laughs

(1) (2)

John always
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (IV)
• As for CFG, TAG symbols can also be associated with AVM

• These AVM constrain tree-rewriting via unification :

Substitution :
t’

N
b

t b

t U t’

N

N

(T2)(T1)

Adjunction :

N b
t

b’

t’

b U b’

t U t’

N

N *

N

N

(T1) (T2)
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (V)

• TAG grammars are lexicalised

→ the grammar can be seen as a mapping between the lexicon
and syntactic tree structures

P

N↓ V⋄ N↓

John ate an apple

N

N⋆ S

Conj

which

S

N↓ V⋄

The apple which John ate

→ parsing is enhanced
only trees anchored by words of the input sentence
are considered
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Tree-Adjoining Grammar (VI)

• TAG are computationally appealing for :

• Parsing with TAG is polynomial (O(|G |.n6))

• They are more expressive than CFG (TAG belongs to
mildly-context sensitive grammars)

• TAG have been used to develop real-size grammars for English,
French, German, Korean and Chinese

See e.g. [XTAG Research Group, 2001, Abeillé, 2002]

• Efficient parsing algorithms have been developed for TAG
(including CKY, Earley, etc) [Kallmeyer, 2012]
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Representing meaning in TAG (I)

• Compositional view on meaning [Montague, 1974]

• Semantic representation : Predicate Logics

• Semantic construction guided by the syntactic tree

• Semantic ambiguities represented via scope constraints
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Representing meaning in TAG (II)

• Example :
every l0 : ∀(x , h1, h2) ∧ (s1 ≤ h1) ∧ (s2 ≤ h2)

man l1 : man(z)

loves l2 : love(u, v)

a l3 : ∃(y , h3, h4) ∧ (s3 ≤ h3) ∧ (s4 ≤ h4)

woman l4 : woman(t)
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Representing meaning in TAG (II)

• Example :
every l0 : ∀(x , h1, h2) ∧ (s1 ≤ h1) ∧ (s2 ≤ h2)

man l1 : man(z)

loves l2 : love(u, v)

a l3 : ∃(y , h3, h4) ∧ (s3 ≤ h3) ∧ (s4 ≤ h4)

woman l4 : woman(t)

every man loves a woman

l0 : ∀(x , h1, h2) ∧ (l1 ≤ h1) ∧ (l2 ≤ h2)∧

l1 : man(x)∧

l2 : love(x , y)∧

l3 : ∃(y , h3, h4) ∧ (l4 ≤ h3) ∧ (l2 ≤ h4)∧

l4 : woman(y )
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Representing meaning in TAG (III)

h0

l0 : ∀(x ,h1,h2) l3 : ∃(y ,h3,h4)

l1 : man(x) l4 : woman(y)

l2 : love(x , y)
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Representing meaning in TAG (III)

h0

l0 : ∀(x ,h1,h2) l3 : ∃(y ,h3,h4)

l1 : man(x) l4 : woman(y)

l2 : love(x , y)

∀ x .man(x) → (∃ y .woman(y) ∧ love(x , y) )
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Representing meaning in TAG (III)

h0

l0 : ∀(x ,h1,h2) l3 : ∃(y ,h3,h4)

l1 : man(x) l4 : woman(y)

l2 : love(x , y)

∃ y .woman(y) ∧ (∀ x .man(x) → love(x , y) )
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Representing meaning in TAG (IV)

• Syntax/semantics interface using AVM and unification variables
[Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003]

• Concretely :

• AVM labelling TAG tree nodes are used to share information
between syntactic constituents and semantic arguments

• Semantic construction is done via unification

• Example :

John l0 : john(j)
sleeps l1 : sleep(x)
quietly l2 : quietly(h0) ∧ ( s0 ≤ h0 )
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Representing meaning in TAG (IV)

• Syntax/semantics interface using AVM and unification variables
[Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003]

• Concretely :

• AVM labelling TAG tree nodes are used to share information
between syntactic constituents and semantic arguments

• Semantic construction is done via unification

• Example :

John l0 : john(j)
sleeps l1 : sleep(x)
quietly l2 : quietly(h0) ∧ ( s0 ≤ h0 )

⇓

John sleeps quietly l1 : sleep(j) ∧ l0 : john(j)
∧ l2 : quietly(h0) ∧ ( l1 ≤ h0 )
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Representing meaning in TAG (V)

• Example (continued) :

P[lab:l1]

N[idx :x,lab:l1] V[lab:l1]

sleeps

l1 : sleep( x )
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Representing meaning in TAG (V)

• Example (continued) :

P[lab:l1]

N[idx :j ] N[idx :x,lab:l1] V[lab:l1]

John sleeps

l0 : john(j) l1 : sleep( x )
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Representing meaning in TAG (V)

• Example (continued) :

P[lab:l1]

N[idx :j ] N[idx :x,lab:l1] V[lab:l1] V[lab:l2]

John sleeps V[lab:s0]⋆ ADV

quietly

l0 : john(j) l1 : sleep( x ) l2 : quietly(h0) ∧
(s0 ≤ h0)
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Representing meaning in TAG (V)

• Example (continued) :

P[lab:l1]

N[idx :j ] N[idx :x,lab:l1] V[lab:l1] V[lab:l2]

John sleeps V[lab:s0]⋆ ADV

quietly

l0 : john(j) l1 : sleep( j ) l2 : quietly(h0) ∧
(s0 ≤ h0)
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Representing meaning in TAG (V)

• Example (continued) :

P[lab:l1]

N[idx :j ] N[idx :x,lab:l1] V[lab:l1] V[lab:l2]

John sleeps V[lab:s0]⋆ ADV

quietly

l0 : john(j) l1 : sleep( j ) l2 : quietly(h0) ∧
(l1 ≤ h0)
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (I)

• Non-derivational view on syntax

• Basic units : linguistic descriptions (aka signs) represented as
typed AVM

• Three kinds of descriptions :

• lexicon entries (descriptions of words)

• grammar rules (constraints on word combinations)

• principles (additional constraints on syntactic structures)

• Local grammar rules are based on Immediate Dominance and
Linear Precedence

• Linguistic description are defined within a type inheritence
hierarchy
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (II)

• Examples of lexical entries :
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (II)

• Examples of lexical entries :
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (III)

• Example of grammar rule :
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (IV)

• Example of syntactic tree :
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (V)

• Example of principles :

• Head-Features principle




HEAD 1

HEAD-DTR

[

HEAD 1

]





• Valency principle

The valence requirements of a lexical head are
identified with the synsem value of the realized
daughters, with all unrealized requirements being
handed on to the mother of the local tree.

[Levine and Meurers, 2006]
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (VI)

• Representing meaning in HPSG : Minimal Recursion Semantics
[Copestake et al., 2005]

• Flat, underspecified semantic representation

• Can be encoded within AVM

• Basic elements :

• Relations (RELS) which are bags of elementary predications (EP)
Each EP is made of a predicate, a label (LBL), arguments
(ARGn), and scope slots (e.g. RSTR and BODY for quantifiers)

• Scope Constraints (HCONS) between labels (written using =q)

• Global hook (LTOP) to refer to global scope

• Global index (INDEX) to refer to the head
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (VI)

• Example :

[ LTOP: h1

INDEX: e2 [ e SF: PROP TENSE: PRES MOOD: INDICATIVE PROG: - PERF: - ]

RELS: <

[ _the_q_rel<-1:-1>

LBL: h3

ARG0: x6 [ x PERS: 3 NUM: SG IND: + ]

RSTR: h5

BODY: h4 ]

[ "_child_n_1_rel"<-1:-1>

LBL: h7

ARG0: x6 ]

[ "_have_v_1_rel"<-1:-1>

LBL: h8

ARG0: e2

ARG1: x6

ARG2: x9 [ x PERS: 3 NUM: SG ] ]

[ _the_q_rel<-1:-1>

LBL: h10

ARG0: x9

RSTR: h12

BODY: h11 ]

[ "_flu_n_1_rel"<-1:-1>

LBL: h13

ARG0: x9 ] >

HCONS: < h5 qeq h7 h12 qeq h13 > ]
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Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (VII)

• HPSG are appealing for :

• they offer a unified framework for describing different dimensions
of language (incl. Syntax and Semantics)

• their expressivity is that of typed AVM

• But their complexity is higher than mildly context free grammars

In particular, unifying disjunctive AVM is known to be
NP−complete [Knight, 1989]

• Large HPSG grammars have been developed for English,
Japanese, Spanish, German, Urdu, etc

http://moin.delph-in.net/GrammarCatalogue
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Designing large TAG (I)

• Grammar Engineering is a tedious task
[Erbach and Uszkoreit, 1990]

• Practical (and theoretical ?) issue : redundancy

(i) several elementary trees share common fragments
(ii) a given tree may be associated with a lot of words

P

N↓ V⋄ N↓

John ate the apple

N

N⋆ P

Conj

which

P

N↓ V⋄

(the apple) which John ate
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Designing large TAG (II)

• Redundancy affects grammar maintenance and extensibility

E.g. modification of the representation of verbal agreement while
developing the grammar

• Proposal : capturing the redundancy by defining reusable
abstractions over trees

• Two main approaches for TAG design :

• Systems using transformation rules [Prolo, 2002]

• Systems using tree descriptions [Candito, 1996]
(also known as metagrammars)
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eXtensible MetaGrammar (I)

• In a metagrammar :

• elementary trees are described as combinations of tree
fragments

• these combinations encode linguistic generalisations
(e.g., realisation of verbal arguments)

• eXtensible MetaGrammar (XMG) [Duchier et al., 2004] :

{

A tree description language LD

A control language LC
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eXtensible MetaGrammar (II)

• Definition of LD :

Description ::= x → y | x →+ y | x →∗ y |

x ≺ y | x ≺+ y | x ≺∗ y |

x = y | x [f :E ] | x(p:E ) |

Description ∧ Description

• Definition of LC :

Class ::= Name → Content

Content ::= Description | Name |

Content ∨ Content | Content ∧ Content

Axiom ::= Name
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Designing large TAG (III)

• Example : [Crabbé, 2005]

class SubjectAgreement

export ?xSubjAgr ?xVNAgr

declare ?xSubjAgr ?xVNAgr ?fX ?fY ?fZ

{

<syn>{

node xSubjAgr[top=[num = ?fX, gen = ?fY, pers = ?fZ]]

; node xVNAgr[top=[num = ?fX, gen = ?fY, pers = ?fZ]]

}

}

class Subject

{

CanonicalSubject[]

|CliticSubject[]

|whSubject[]

|RelativeSubject[]

(...)

}

value Subject
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Designing large HPSG (I)

• Dealing with large number of complex AVM belonging to a type
hierarchy

• Main approaches to facilitate HPSG grammar development :

• Semi-automatic grammar acquisition [Simov, 2002]

• Using a description language such as T DL
[Krieger and Schäfer, 1994]

• Open source implementations of description languages include
Attribute Logic Engine (ALE), and Lexical Knowledge Base
(LKB)

→ Phrase structure backbone + type constraints

• Starter kit : grammar matrix [Bender et al., 2010]
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Designing large HPSG (II)

• Some features of the LKB system :

• MRS library

• Bottom-up chart parser

• MRS-based text generator

• Finite-state pre-processor

• Lexical database (Lex-DB)
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Designing large HPSG (III)

• An LKB grammar consists of :

• types and constraints (types.tdl)

plur-noun-lxm := noun-lxm &

[ HEAD[ NUMAGR pl ]].

• lexical entries (lexicon.tdl)

scissor := plur-noun-lxm &

[ ORTH.LIST.FIRST "scissor",

SEM.RELS.LIST.FIRST.PRED "scissor_rel" ].

• grammar rules (rules.tdl)

• lexical and morphological rules (lrules.tdl irules.tdl)

• start symbol descriptions (start.tdl)

• parse node descriptions (parse-nodes.tdl)

• auxiliary settings
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Designing large HPSG (IV)

• Integrated development environment :
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The LOGON architecture (I)

• Hybrid symbolic/probabilistic MT architecture based on MRS

• symbolic parsers/generators with parse/realisation ranking
• symbolic transfer component with MRS language model

• Components can be integrated

• online as [incr tsdb()] clients
• offline by means of tsdb database files

• Development environment for transfer grammars

• Graphic displays for source, target, and intermediate MRSs
• MRS comparison
• MRS well-formedness test
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The LOGON architecture (II)

• Three-step transfer :

1 Source grammar accomodation phase

• Variable Property Mapping (map grammar-specific features
(tense, person, number, gender) into inter-lingua features

• Predicate renaming (separate source and target predicate name
spaces, e.g., de:_garage_n_rel)

• Structural changes to MRS (e.g., map message relations into
variable properties, discourse roles into predicates, etc.)

2 Main transfer phase

• Bilingual transfer rules
• Output filtering against target grammar’s semantic interface

3 Target grammar accomodation phase

• Structural changes necessary for target grammar
• Variable property mapping (map features on variables into target

grammar’s space)
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The LOGON architecture (III)

• Term rewrite system for MRS
• each rewrite rule applies recursively until all input EPs have been
matched

• order of rules is significant (preemption)
• rule application may be non-deterministic (fanning-out)

• Rule format :
(partial) description of input and output semantics in terms of
bags of elementary predications (RELS) and qeq constraints
(HCONS)

INPUT input consumed by the transfer rules
OUTPUT output produced

CONTEXT positive constraints on input semantics (not
consumed, must ch input)

FILTER negative constraints on input semantics (must not
match input)
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The LOGON architecture (IV)

• Non-empty INPUT specification consumes a matching EP

• Non-empty OUTPUT specification inserts a fresh EP into the
MRS

• Feature values shared between INPUT and OUTPUT predicates
must be carried over explicitly

quantifier_mtr :=

monotonic_mtr &

[INPUT.RELS < [ LBL #h1, ARG0 #x1, RSTR #h2, BODY #h3 ] >,

OUTPUT.RELS < [ LBL #h1, ARG0 #x1, RSTR #h2, BODY #h3 ] > ].

• Simple one-to-one transfer rules essentially just rewrite the
PRED value

def_the_q_mtr := quantifier_mtr &

[ INPUT.RELS < [ PRED "de:_def_q_rel" ] > ,

OUTPUT.RELS < [ PRED _the_q_rel ] > ].
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The LOGON architecture (V)

• Rewrite can be conditioned on the presence of other EPs via
non-empty CONTEXT

udef-card_number_q_mtr := quantifier_mtr &

[ CONTEXT.RELS < [ PRED card_rel, ARG0 #x1 & x, ARG1 i ]>,

INPUT.RELS < [ PRED "de:udef_q_rel" , ARG0 #x1 ] > ,

OUTPUT.RELS < [ PRED number_q_rel ] > ].

• FILTER can be used to block rule application in case some EP is
present
typical use case is to block recursive introduction of the same
predicate

fast-q_nearly_q_mtr := monotonic_mtr &

[CONTEXT.RELS <[PRED "~de:_fast\+.*_q_rel", LBL #l]>,

FILTER.RELS <[PRED "_nearly_x_deg_rel", LBL #l]>,

OUTPUT.RELS <[PRED "_nearly_x_deg_rel", ARG0 e, ARG1 u, LBL #l]>].
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German-to-French MT (I)

• Development of a research prototype for a semantics-based
German-to-French MT system

• Building on existing core French TAG (SemTAG) [Gardent, 2008]
and large German HPSG (GG) [Crysmann et al., 2008]

• Using the LOGON architecture (development of a dedicated
semantic transfer module)

• Additional goal : developping test-suites for the French and
German generators
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German-to-French MT (II)

• German HPSG was already available within the LOGON system

• For the French TAG : implementation of a client for the TAG
generator, expecting MRS queries from the LOGON system, and
converting these into native representations

• Development of a demo : (broken)
http://defr.linguist.univ-paris-diderot.fr/logon

• Realisation of a ranking realisation module based on the CMU
SML toolkit

• Realisation of a corpus of semantic representations for intensive
generator testing
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Conclusion

• Exploratory MT project using deep grammars

• Main challenge : dealing with heterogeneous resources

• Encouraging results, but improvements are needed

• Future work :

• extension of the coverage of the system

• bidirectionality, cf reversible grammars

• refinement of the parse selection and output realisation ranking
methods
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